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Abstract
In a scenario of small and customized production of electric vehicle, it is important to set methods and tools
to evaluate the Li-Ion cells heat source in EV battery. The main problem of the new lithium batteries is
represented by the need to keep the battery packs at uniform and constant temperatures and avoid peaks of
temperatures which cause degradation of performance and safety problem. The main issue concerns the
characterization of a thermal model to calculate the heat generated by electrochemical reactions in a single
battery cell. In order to achieve this objective, electrical tests have been conducted to obtain the parameters
such as voltage curves, open circuit voltage, and capacity for different type of Li-Ion cells and different rate
of current in charge and discharge. During experiments, the use of an IR camera allows to acquire real
temperature data under working conditions. These tests concern one cell per time, analyzed in natural
convection condition at constant external temperature. The heat generation is evaluated solving the
analytical thermal formula which depends on the current rate. The approach has been validated comparing
the calculated temperature values with experimental data. The proposed methodology allows to determine
the heat generated and temperature for different working condition.
Keywords: lithium battery, heat exchange, modeling
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Introduction

An important target of European environmental
policy is to improve air quality both in large
cities and small city-centers by reducing smog
and pollution which is mainly caused by exhaust
gases and particulates emitted from vehicles
internal combustion engines. Many research
activities concern the improvement of electric
powertrain solution for EVs (Electric Vehicles)
and HEVs (Hybrid Electric Vehicles). The
attention is mainly focused on high efficiency
electric motors, energy management, energy
supply and battery efficiency. In particular,
battery development is essential to replace fossil
fuel on high efficiency pure-electric vehicles or

in hybrid-electric ones. Electric powertrain
requirements are: energy availability, high storage
capacity battery and long lasting high power, high
system efficiency, safety and little weight to
improve vehicle performances.
Most battery applications for HEVs and EVs use
lithium-ion battery packs composed of several
cells. In particular the LiFePO4 (lithium iron
phosphate, also called LFP) polymeric cells
provide high voltage, low self-discharge rate [1][2]
and high energy density suitable for a wide range
of applications. The main drawbacks are: high
manufacturing cost, long-term stability and poor
safety characteristics caused by high heat
generation produced by electrochemical reactions
during charge/discharge cycles [3]. In electric
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vehicles, battery temperature increases with a
high charge and discharge rate, especially in
transitory utilization. Excessive temperature
degrades performance, and a limited thermal
dissipation can produce cell burning [4]. Several
recent studies have analyzed two aspect for
lithium-ion batteries: the perspective of a deep
electrochemical characterization through study of
ion concentrations and electrons moving to
evaluate voltage and state of charge at different
current rate, and the thermal behavior analysis
with numerical simulations and experimental
tests to optimize the cooling system. The
proposed research presents a working
methodology which allows to determine the heat
generated from a single cell at different working
conditions. All this allows to obtain the cell
average temperature, and to support the designer
in the definition of suitable cooling system. The
present work focuses the design of custom
battery packs for automotive, but can be applied
to any use of the batteries, such as UPS.

2

Background research

The performance, life, and safety of lithium-ion
batteries depend on operative and storage
temperatures. In this section a brief overview of
main theories studied for the determination of the
heat generated by electrochemical reactions in
lithium-ion batteries. The batteries heat
generation is a complex process that requires the
comprehension of the electrochemical reaction
rates change with time and temperature and of
current distribution within larger batteries. Many
researchers have studied thermal heat dissipation
characteristics both inside one cell and inside a
battery pack. The heat output in lithium-ion
batteries is generated by three sources: activation
(on kinetics interfacial), concentration (transport
species), and ohmic losses (also known as Joule
heating due to particles moving in electric
circuit). A first important study, regarding
electrochemical and thermal analysis of lithiumion batteries, was made by Bernardi [5]. In this
analysis, the heat generated depends on the
thermodynamic equilibrium inside each cell. The
first law of thermodynamics is applied around
the control volume (excluding connectors), as
reported in Eq. (1) formulated by Bernardi [5].
∑ ∆
∑

(1)

Then, Rao and Newman [6] observed the
calculation of heat generated would have been
analyzed by two different approaches: the
thermodynamic energy balance, and the method of
local heat generation. For the energy balance, they
neglected some phase changes and the mixing
effects. However they used the average local
concentration in each phase to determine the rate
of enthalpy change for each species and phases
inside the battery. They have neglected the
concentration dependence of the reference
enthalpy. Applying Faraday’s law, Rao and
Newman arrived at the following expression for
the battery heat generation in Eq. (2).
∑

,

,

(2)

The integral term in Eq. (2) is the average enthalpy
potential where the reactions are actually taking
place across the thickness of the battery. For this
method, Rao and Newman neglect phase changes,
concentration gradients in the electrolyte phase,
and thermal effects from lithium diffusion. In this
approach the temperature of the cell is assumed to
be uniform.
Afterwards, Thomas and Newman studied the heat
due to mixing effect inside a battery containing a
porous insertion electrode. They noted that,
although Rao and Newman neglected mixing
effects, they really did account for the heat of
mixing inside the bulk electrode through variation
in local current density on the effective electrode
open circuit potential [7]. This is one of the four
possible mixing inside the cell. The other modes of
mixing heat regarding concentration gradients
inside the spherical particles, bulk electrolyte, and
inside the electrolyte pores of the insertion
electrode. In order to calculate the enthalpy of
mixing in each case, Thomas and Newman
determined expressions for the difference in
enthalpy from the operating state to the relaxed
state using a Taylor-series expansion for the molar
enthalpy of each species, while neglecting density
and temperature changes and concentration
dependence on the second derivative of partial
molar volume with respect to partial molar
enthalpy.
Although
these
mathematical
formulations are very accurate, they require many
information regarding materials and each sub-layer
for Li-ion cells.
Usually the designer of lithium-ion battery packs
needs of a methodology based on the elaboration
of few available data, due to difficult to solve
completely the previous described equations. A
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solution is the application of the simplified Eq.
(5) analyzed by Thomas and Newman [7].
Furthermore, the scenario considered involves
the use of rapid design methods for small and
medium-sized enterprises, which produce and
sale customized products and need to reduce the
lead time to market.
In the following paragraphs the simplified
formula of Bernardi will be analyzed and applied
to different type of cells.

/
indicates the reversible
The expression
heat generated by the entropy change and reported
in Eq. (4). Specifying, the ratio ∂E0/∂T can be
replaced as ΔS/nF , when ΔS is the entropy change
of the cell reaction which can be either positive or
negative (reduction reaction), n indicates the
number of exchanged electrons and F is the
Faraday’s constant.

3

The last two terms in Eq. (1) can be neglected
[10]; one depends on side reactions accounting for
aging which are assumed to be slow enough to be
neglected, and the other one is the heat of mixing
which is due to the formation and relaxation of
concentration gradients within the cell. This term
can be considered almost zero because materials
used have good electrochemical transport
properties so concentration gradients are limited
and the heat of mixing can be ignored. Considering
the geometry of a small pouch cell and the
materials, we can consider negligible the last two
terms and consider the relationship of heat
generation as follows.

Thermal Characterization

The thermal characterization of a lithium-ion
battery is an important step to evaluate the
performance, lifetime and safety of a battery. In
particular, the research work focuses the thermal
characterization of cell model. The behavior of
temperature distribution is an important aspect
that every designer have to take into account in
the definition and design of lithium-ion storage
systems.

3.1

Analytical approach

The study of Bernardi [5] is considered the
milestone of all subsequent research on
electrochemistry regarding lithium-ion batteries.
Analyzing Eq. (1), that indicates the thermal load
due to the electrochemical reactions, term
indicates the heat generated, the cell voltage,
the OCV (open circuit voltage), the current
( is >0 in charge phase and <0 in discharge one),
the temperature, ∆
the variation of
enthalpy of a chemical reaction i, ri the rate of
the partial molar enthalpy of
reaction i,
species j, cj its concentration, with t the time, υ
the volume and the apex “avg” indicates a
property evaluated at the averaged volume
concentration [8].
The proposed thermal approach is based on a
study by Thomas and Newman [7] which
evaluates the heat produced by single cell. In
particular Eq. (1) can be simplified in the first
two terms: one is the exothermic and irreversible
heat and the other one is the heat due to entropy
changes of specifics reactions. This latter can be
either endothermic or exothermic in function of
current and state of charge.
is the irreversible heat
The term
generated by Joule effect, its value is always
positive (exothermic reaction) and depends on
the internal resistance Ri, as reported in Eq. (3).
(3)

Δ

(4)

(5)
Temperature is the major impact factor on battery
behavior and it influences all occurring processes
such as chemical and electrochemical reactions,
mass transport and conductivity of electrodes and
electrolyte.

3.2

Calculation methodology

The aim of proposed analysis is the evaluation of
the average temperature for a single cell during
operative phase. The cooling fluid, considered in
this research, is air, but the same procedure can be
extended to other Newtonian fluid. Thus, Eq. (6)
proposes the main energy balance between the
generated electrochemical reaction heat, the
convective cooling and the variation of thermal
capacity. Specifically, term hcomb is the heat
transfer coefficient which includes convective and
radiation aspects, term A is the external surface of
one cell, term mcell and cp regard mass and specific
fluid
heat capacity, term T∞ indicates the
temperature (cooling temperature); term T is the
average internal temperature of cell and Tsup is the
superficial temperature [9]. The analyzed cells are
slim, that means that the thickness value is very
small than width and height. Due to this, our
approach considers the same average value for
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both inteernal and exxternal tempeerature. So, tthe
superficial temperatuure is approx
ximated to tthe
internal vvalue in ordeer to consideer the particuular
thin geom
metry of poucch cells.

(6)
Temperaature variationn (expressed by dT/dt) is tthe
differencce between thhe final and the
t initial vallue
of tempeerature duringg a short perio
od of time.
The soluution processs has been implemented at
geometryy domain of a single cell, so temperatuure,
heat cappacity and voltage are expressed at
average condition. Figure
F
1 show
ws the therm
mal
T proposed
d approach ccan
balance oof one cell. The
be also eextended to whole
w
battery pack, howevver
the compplexity of coooling flow requires
r
a CF
FD
analysis for a 3D moddel of battery pack.

F
Figure 1 Therm
mal balance for one cell

It has beeen also considered the Equation
E
(7) to
solve thee cooling issuue, in particu
ular the balannce
between the heat exxchanged bettween air floow
and cell.

circcuit voltage).. These paraameters are useful to
deteermine the heeat generated and to solve Eq. (5).
A defined
d
proto
ocol has beenn defined to
o measure
the electrical vallues. Each tesst reproduces cycles of
main parameeter is the
chaarge and discharge. The m
currrent rate, which
w
characcterizes the electrical
beh
havior and the
t
resultantt output vo
oltage on
batttery connecto
ors.
Thee OCV behav
vior at severaal values of SOC and
its variation
v
at average
a
tempperature (∂E0/∂T)
/
have
beeen mapped thrrough experim
mental tests on
o several
cellls used during
g the researchh activity.
Figu
ure 2 describ
bes the flow
w of experim
mental test
and
d the electriical quantitiees analyzed for the
therrmal characterization of one Li-Ion cell. The
batttery element (cell) is mai
aintained at a constant
tem
mperature in a climatic cchamber, wh
here it is
con
nnected to a cycler device.
Thee cycler is a device w
which can co
ontinually
chaarge and discharge the battery, keeping a
specific curren
nt profile dduring the test. In
partticular, the cycler trannsforms the network
alteernating curreent into the ddirect currentt which is
requ
uired for the Li-ion batterry to work.
An host PC is liinked to cycller, in order to
t acquire
d record expeerimental dataa in real timee. Thus it
and
is possible
p
to monitor currennt rate, voltag
ge profile,
SOC
C and the inteernal resistannce.
Thee main testss are: chargge and disccharge at
con
nstant currentt rate, and O
OCV measureements to
ach
hieve the physsical parametters useful fo
or the cell
therrmal characteerization.

(7)
ns the air maass
The firstt term of equuation concern
flow andd the differrence betweeen outlet floow
temperatture (
) and the inpu
ut value (
).
Matchingg Eq. (1) annd Eq. (2) it is possible to
solve thee balance beetween the electrochemic
e
cal
heat and the thermal dissipation.
d
The theermal modell allows the designer to
determinne how muchh heat is gen
nerated by oone
cell for different current
c
proffiles in eveery
I the follow
wing section tthe
operativee condition. In
explanatiion about thee setup of electrical test is
useful for the chharacterizatio
on of moddel
parameteers.

3.3

Electrical An
nalysis

The eleectrical anallysis allowss to measuure
parameteers such as: current,
c
voltag
ge, OCV (oppen

Fig
gure 2 Flow off electrical testt and physical quantities
q
analyzedd

4

Analyticcal result

Thee proposed approach w
wants to validate the
anaalytical modell in Eq. (6) foor different ty
ype of LiIon cell. Particcularly, diffeerent soft-pou
uch cells
ve been analy
yzed of 14Ahh, 20Ah and 150Ah in
hav
capacity. This approach
a
foccused on thee thermal
beh
havior of a single soft ppouch cell at
a several
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current cconditions. Soome experimeents have beeen
conducteed at the testt bench in orrder to achieeve
the
neecessary
d
data
for
the
therm
mal
characterrization of a cell. An IR (Infra-Reed)
camera has been used
u
to monitor the reeal
periment testts.
temperatture distributiion during exp

4.1

to be
b elaborated and reportedd in tables and
d graphs.
Tab
ble 1 shows th
he main charracteristics off the three
cellls analyzed (14 Ah, 20Ahh and 150 Ah
h), which
hav
ve the same geometricall aspect but different
chaaracteristics.
Table 1 Battery
B
Li-ion cells data sheeet
Type

1

Chemical

LiFePO4

Test definitiion

Experimeental tests have been conducted to
achieve the profile of variation regarding tthe
n of SOC (staate
voltage aand OCV statte in function
of chargee). The voltagge curves, rellated to speci fic
current rrate, have beeen acquired from
f
cycler teest
and thenn elaboratedd in an ap
pplication toool,
developeed to solve thhe analytical formula and to
calculatee the heat outtput and temp
perature proffile
dependinng on time annd current ratte. During eaach
test, the real temperrature distribu
ution has beeen
monitoreed by an IR camera. Thee selected ceells
are mosstly used in
i automotiive and UP
PS
(uninterrruptible poweer supply) ap
pplication, ddue
to the higgh power-dennsity related to
t its weight.

Figure 3 The test bench

Figure 3 shows a basic
b
represeentation of tthe
laboratorry test layoutt, used for thee acquisition of
experimeental data. Thhe main comp
ponents are: tthe
cycler, thhe host PC, thhe IR cameraa and the Li-IIon
cell.
The instrrumentation allows to accquire the maain
electricall quantities such as: voltaage (V), curreent
(A), enerrgy (W), capaacity (Ah) po
ower (W), SO
OC
(%), and internal resisstance (ohm)..
As beforre mentioned, an host PC enables all tthe
parameteers to be monitored
m
in real time aand
recordedd (i.e. 1 sec. frequency).
f
This
T componeent
makes ann interactionn bridge betw
ween the cyc ler
and the IR cameraa, where th
he IR cameera
ofile. Then, an
measuress the batteryy thermal pro
advancedd software alllows the tem
mperature valuues

Geometry
Length
h
Width
Thick
Nom. Voltage
Nom. Capacity
y
Max Dischargee
Max charge
Weight

Dim
D

4.2
2

Soft
Pouch
222 mm
129 mm
7.2
3.25 V
14 Ah
140 A
14 A
380 g

2
LiNiCoM
nO2
Soft
Pouch
216 mm
129 mm
7.2
3.65V
20 Ah
100 A
20 A
425 g

3
LiFePO4
Soft
Pouch
327 mm
453 mm
10.7
3.7 V
150Ah
300 A
150 A
3300 g

Electriccal test resuult

In order
o
to valid
date the propoosed methodo
ology, the
cellls in Table 1 have been teested at severral current
ratees in charge and dischargge mode. Th
he figures
belo
ow (Figure 4 - Figure 9) show thee voltage
profiles during charge
c
and ddischarge for each cell
g
are rellated to SOC
C (state of
anaalyzed. The graphs
chaarge) for the charge phasee, while for discharge
phaase the valuees are relateed to DOD (depth
(
of
disccharge). Each
h cell have beeen tested forr different
currrent values in
n charge andd discharge, according
a
to th
he technical datasheets
d
(T
Table 1).
Eacch test has been carrieed out in a climatic
chaamber at a co
onstant tempeerature of 25°°C, under
the heat transfer condition oof natural co
onvection.
As result, the graphs below sshow reports regarding
nt.
the voltage profiile for each baattery elemen
ure 4 repressents the treend of voltaage curve
Figu
during charge at 1C for ccell type 1 (14 Ah,
FePO4).
LiF

Fig
gure 4 Voltagee curve at 1C inn charge for so
oft-pouch
cell of 14A
Ah (type 1; cheemistry: LiFePO4)

Figu
ure 5 repressents the trennd of voltag
ge curves
during dischargee at 1C, 5C an
and 10C for cell
c type 1
(14 Ah, LiFePO4).
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c
are graddually discharged with
OCV tests, the cells
step
p 5% of SO
OC at constaant 0.3C currrent rate.
Bettween each discharge
d
stepp there is a cutoff of
volttage and a waaiting phase tto measure th
he final

Figurre 5 Voltage cuurves (1C, 5C and 10C) in
dischharge for soft-ppouch cell of 10
0Ah (type 1;
chemisstry: LiFePO4)

Figure 6 represents the
t trend of voltage curvves
during chharge at 1C and 2C for cell type 2 ((20
Ah, LiNiiCoMnO2).

Figure 7 Voltaage curves at 11C, 2C, 3C and
d 5C in
discharge forr soft-pouch ceell of 20Ah (ty
ype 2;
chemistry: LiNiC
CoMnO2)

Fiigure 8 Voltagee curves (0.5C
C and 1C) in ch
harge for
softt-pouch cell of 150 Ah (Typee 3: chemistry: LiFePO4)
Figure 6 Different proofile of charge at 1C, and 2C
C
(ssoft-pouch celll 20Ah, LiNiCoMnO2)

Figure 7 represents the
t trend of voltage curvves
during diischarge at 1C, 3C and 10
0C for cell tyype
2 (20 Ahh, LiNiCoMnO
O2).
Figure 8 represents the
t trend of voltage curvves
during chharge at 0.5C
C and 1C for cell
c type 3 (1 50
Ah, LiFeePO4).
Figure 9 represents the
t trend of voltage curvves
during ddischarge at 0.3C
0
and 2C for cell typee 2
LiFePO4).
(20 Ah, L
Beside tto voltage annalysis, the electrical te sts
allow to monitor thee trend of th
he open-circuuit
6).
voltage ((E0) needed too solve Eq. (6
Figure 10 shows the trend of OCV
V (open circuuit
T
green liine
voltage) for each cell tested. The
indicatess the curve off OCV related to 14 Ah ccell
(LiFePO4), the red line represeents the OC
CV
nO2), while tthe
profile foor 20 Ah celll (LiNiCoMn
blue linee is the OCV
V voltage currve for 150 A
Ah
cell (LiFePO4).
y measured at
The volttage values are instantly
battery teerminals duriing charge orr discharge, bbut
the detecction of OCV
V is more co
omplex. Duriing

Figure 9 Voltage curves (0.3C aand 2C) in discharge for
softt-pouch cell off 150 Ah (Typee 3: chemistry: LiFePO4)

Figure 10 Comparison bettween OCV cu
urves

OCV value forr the relatedd SOC. Usu
ually the
waiiting phase laasts 8h, but inn this case it has been
con
nsidered 3h of waiting to acquire the
t
OCV
valu
ues. After a complete disscharge, the same cell
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has beenn recharged again
a
at 0.3C
C in 5% step of
SOC, in order to obttain two proffile of OCV in
hows the repoort
charge annd discharge.. Figure 11 sh
of voltagge during the OCV measurrements

Figure 13 Co
omparison betw
ween the analy
ytical
calculation off heat generatedd at 1C, 5C an
nd 10C
discharge for
f 14 Ah cell type 1 (LiFePO
O4)
Figure 111 A report of Open Circuit Voltage
V
test foor
cell typpe 3 (LiFePO4)

4.3

Thermal anaalysis

In this ssection the thermal
t
analysis result hhas
been desscribed. Thee values of heat generatted
have beeen calculated solving Eq. (5)
( and expossed
in graphss for each cell.
As cited before, the electrochemi
e
cal heat sourrce
he parameteers
has beeen evaluated using th
previouslly discussed. The reacheed temperatuure
has been analyzed by the Eq. (6).
mple, Figure 12 shows th
he trend of ccell
As exam
heat outpput valuated by
b analytical calculation ffor
the 14 A
Ah cell at 5C
5 current raate. The currve
reports tthe thermal power
p
variattion during tthe
dischargee cycle. Insstead, Figuree 13 reports a
comparisson betweenn the calcullation of heeat
generatedd at differencce current rattes: 1C, 5C aand
10C.
mal conditionn more severee for cell 14 A
Ah
The therm
(type 1 iin Table 1) is
i the dischaarge at 5C raate,
where the output pow
wer arrives to 20W.
m
vallues of therm
mal
Table 2 shows the maximum
which have beeen calculateed applying tthe
power w
proposedd methodologgy to the seleected cells. T
The
reported values conceern the sum of
o contributioons
due to reeversible andd irreversible heat generatted
by electrrochemical reactions.

Figure 12 Analytical caalculation of heat
h generated aat
5C diischarge for 144 Ah cell type 1 (LiFePO4)

Tab
ble 2 Report off thermal power
er calculated fo
or each cell
harge and dischharge mode
in ch
Charge 1C
Discharge
D
1C
Charge 2C
Discharge
D
2C
Discharge
D
3C
Discharge
D
5C
Diischarge 10C

Type 1
3W
3,5W
4W
5W
6,5W
8W
21 W

Type 2
10 W
12 W
23 W
27 W
42 W
170 W
-

Type 3
37 W
42 W
180 W
-

hile the generrated heat m
mostly depend
ds on the
Wh
opeerating condittions of the bbattery, the caalculation
of battery
b
averag
ge temperaturre is influencced by the
env
vironmental
external
condition,
which
deteerminates convective
c
and radiatiive heat
tran
nsfer.
In next sections the reesult regard
ding the
mperature calcculation for eaach selected cell. The
tem
tren
nd of temperature is reppresented in different
opeerating cond
ditions. A comparison between
anaalytical values and real vaalues measurred by IR
cam
mera is describ
bed.
4.3..1 Therma
al behavior oof cell 14 Ah
Thee cell type 1 with 14 A
Ah in capaciity is the
batttery with a sm
maller size thhan the other analyzed.
Desspite low cap
pacity, this ttype of LiFeePO4 cell
allo
ows to provid
de high poweer density. In fact, this
celll can be diischarged at 10C in co
ontinuous.
How
wever a currrent of 1400 A (10C mode)
m
in
disccharge causess a strong inccrease in tem
mperature,
and
d the designeer have to taake into acccount this
issu
ue.
Figu
ure 14 show
ws the trennd of tempeerature in
diffferent discharge conditionns (1C, 5C and 10C
currrent rate) fo
or the 14 A
Ah cell. Tem
mperature
valu
ues have been
n measured bby an IR cameera.
Figu
ure 15 and Figure 16 show the difference
d
betw
ween the reaal temperature
re profile, acq
quired by
an IR cameraa, and the temperaturee values
method. The Figure
F
15
calcculated by thee analytical m
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indicatess the trend off temperaturee measured aand
calculateed for a consttant dischargee of 10C, whhile
Figure 16 is referred to a constan
nt charge at 11C.
he experimenntal
In both ccases, the gapp between th
values annd those analyytical does no
ot exceed 5%
%.

Figu
ure 17 - Therm
mal images relaated of charge 1C (on the
left) and
d discharge 10C
C (on the right)

Figurre 14 Temperaature behavior for different
discharrge rate (1C, 5C
C and 10C) of 14 Ah battery..

4.3..2 Therma
al behavior oof cell 20 Ah
Thee battery with
h a capacity of 20 Ah is different
from
m the other type
t
for the cchemistry off which is
con
nstituted. In particular thhe battery chemistry
c
LiN
NiCoMnO2 allows
a
to acchieve higherr voltage
peaaks than the LiFePO
L
t trends
4 cellss. However the
of voltage
v
curvees are not coonstant durin
ng charge
and
d discharge phase
p
(Figuree 6 - Figuree 7). The
pressence of cob
balt makes thhese battery cells
c
very
exp
pensive to pro
oduce, but allso more pro
ofitable to
recy
ycle.
Figu
ure 18 show
ws the trennd of tempeerature in
diffferent dischaarge conditioons (1C, 2C
C and 5C
currrent rate) for
f
the 20A
Ah cell, where
w
the
tem
mperature valu
ues have beeen measured by an IR
cam
mera as beforee mentioned.

Figure 155 A comparisonn between the real temperatuure
range foor a 10C discharge (acquired
d by IR cameraa,
green soolid line) and thhe analytical vaalues calculateed
(bllue solid line) for
f the 14Ah cell model.

Fig
gure 18 Temperature behavioor for different discharge
rate (1C,, 2C and 5C) oof 20 Ah battery

Figure 166 A comparisonn between the real temperatuure
range forr a 1C charge (acquired
(
by IR
R camera, greeen
solid linne) and the anallytical values calculated
c
(bluue
solid line) forr the 14Ah cell model

In order to validate thhe analytical thermal moddel,
in Figurre 17 a theermal report regarding tthe
maximum
m temperatuure achieved at the end of
charge att 1C and discharge at 10C.

Fig
gure 19 A com
mparison betweeen the real tem
mperature
ran
nge for a 5C disscharge (acquir
ired by IR cam
mera, green
so
olid line) and the
t analytical vvalues calculatted (blue
solid line) for the 20A
Ah cell model
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ween the minnimum and maximum
m
diffferences betw
tem
mperatures monitored by the IR cam
mera (blue
and
d red line) and the curve of analytical
tem
mperature caalculated (ggreen line) by the
described metho
od.

Figure 200 A comparisonn between the real temperatuure
range ffor a 3C dischaarge (acquired by IR camera,,
green soolid line) and thhe analytical vaalues calculateed
(bllue solid line) for the 20Ah cell
c model

The Figuure 19 reporrts the compaarison betweeen
the real temperature profile, acqu
uired by the IR
camera, aand the tempperature valuees calculated by
the analyytical methodd for a 5C discharge.
d
Thhis
graphs vvalidate the calculation method
m
for tthe
battery w
with 20 Ah capacity
c
and chemical tyype
LiNiCoM
MnO2. Insteaad Figure 20
2 shows tthe
comparisson between the real temp
perature proffile
(IR cam
mera) and thhe calculated
d values for a
dischargee at 3C rate. In both casees it is possibble
to asses aan average errror around 5%
%.
4.3.3 T
Thermal beh
havior of 150
0Ah
This typpe of cell is particullarly used in
automotiive applicatioons due to itss high capac ity
and pow
wer density. The chem
mistry LiFeP O4
allows too have an constant
c
volttage during an
importannt part of chharge and diischarge cyclles
(Figure 8 - Figure 9).
Figure 21 shows the temperature
t
curves
c
acquirred
in the tessts conductedd with a differrent current raate
at 1C (100Ah) and 2C
2 (200Ah) in
i a continuoous
dischargee phase.

Fig
gure 22 A com
mparison betweeen the real tem
mperature
ran
nge for a 2C disscharge (acquir
ired by IR cam
mera, green
so
olid line) and the
t analytical vvalues calculatted (blue
solid lin
ne) for the 150A
Ah cell model.

Fig
gure 23 A com
mparison betweeen the analyticcal values
of temperature (g
green solid linee), calculated for
f the 150
h range for a 1C discharge, an
and the real tem
mperature
Ah
profiles acquired by IR camerra and related to
t minus
temperature
t
vaalues (blue soliid line) and maaximum
values
v
(red solilid line)

4.4
4

Discussiion

In the previouss sections hhave been sh
hown the
ults of analytical calcculation ap
pplied to
resu
con
ntinuous chaarge and diischarge at constant
currrent rates. Th
he comparisoon between calculated
c
tem
mperature vallues and reaal behavior shows
s
an
aveerage error of almost 5%.

Figurre 21 Temperaature behavior for different
dischharge rate (1C and 5C) of 150
0 Ah battery

The Figgure 22 annd Figure 23 show tthe
comparisson between the analyticaal temperaturres
and reall values monnitored by th
he IR cameera.
t
case off a
Particulaarly, Figure 22 shows the
dischargee at 300A (3C
C) where anaalytical and reeal
values arre very closee. The Figuree 23 shows tthe

Fig
gure 24 A comparison betweeen the real tem
mperatures
reeached by each
h proposed celllls during charg
ge at 1C
current rat
ate.
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The com
mparison betw
ween temperaature in charrge
at continnuous 1C rate has been rep
ported in Figuure
A 20 Ah aand
24 for eaach analyzedd cell of 14 Ah,
150 Ah. In particularr, the blue so
olid line show
ws
the temperature curvee for the cell 150Ah, the rred
line is reelated to the cell 20 Ah, and finally tthe
green linne regards thee cell 14 Ah.

Futu
ure developm
ments focusess the design of a cell
arraay to stud
dy the diffference tem
mperature
disttribution bettween adjaceent battery elements
usin
ng virtual too
ol, in order too optimize seccurity and
coo
oling.
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C
Conclusion
n

In this paaper a methoddology has beeen proposedd to
guaranteee high flexxibility, good
d quality aand
reduced time to markket in the dessign process of
customizzed battery packs. An electrical aand
thermal analysis have been applied to calculaate
e
cal
the heaat generatedd by the electrochemic
reactionss of Li-ion battery
b
cells. The propossed
approachh has been validated
v
for three cases of
polymeriic Li-ion batttery cells thatt were testedd at
different current ratess of charge an
nd discharge.
b extended to
The propposed methodology can be
the design of a coomplete batteery pack. T
The
o heat geenerated, booth
calculateed values of
reversiblle and irreverrsible, can bee used as inpput
VM analysis. This analy
ysis allows nnot
for a FV
only to evaluate thhe maximum
m temperatuure
achievedd during operrative conditiion, but also to
simulate the thermal behavior of one Li-ion ccell
using a 33D virtual moodel.
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